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1. S O M E OBSERVATIONS O N T H E R E G I O N A L S O I L S C I E N C E
O F INDONESIA

When in a foreign country one has to deal with soils and soil problems the
first thing to do is looking for available data. Then the following questions
may arise with regard to :
a. availability of genera1 and informative data on the nature of the soils;
b. availability of al1 kinds of soil maps of various areas of the country;
c. areas surveyed and mapped in detail and data deducible from these maps;
d. data on the infiuence of the various soils on various crops and their management ;
e. measures to be taken to maintain or increase soil fertility;
f. methods of investigation to be used or useful to acquire more knowledge
on soils in genera1 or for special purposes.
Among the general and informative data the publications of Mohr (1933)
rank first. A new compilation of this knowledge in view of modern soil
science has recently been given by Mohr and Van Baren (1954). Although
Mohrys older publications can no longer be used from a theoretica1 viewpoint, a great many descriptions are given of regional soils of the various
islands which still are very useful for obtaining an impression of what may
be expected in a certain area.
With regard to the occurring soil types the publication of Dames (1948)
is more readily understandable. Here the following summing up of ,,soil
types" in Indonesia is given :
1. Volcanic ash soils
2. Latosolic soils
3. Mountain soils
4. Margalitic soils
5. Limestone soils
6. Marsh soils
l) International Training Centre for Ae$al Survey, Delft, Netherlands. Formerly dept.
of land classification of the Netherlands Sod Survey Institute.

7. Quartz soils
8. Bleached earths
9. Peat soils
10. Alluvial soils
This classificationis rather un~y~tematical
hut is in goed conformity with
the really observed principal kinds of soil groups of Indonesia.
Volcanic ash soils are very young, slightly weathered soils in their purest
farm principally t0 be classified among the Regosols on account of the absence
ofa realsoil profie. Latosolic soils are typical products of ,,sub-aeric" weatheringin the tropics giving rise to yellow, via brown and reddish-brown, t0
red colonred soil profiles, merging int0 a pale-yellow ~010urin ver)' old
laterites. Inthese soils the principal clay mineral is kaolinite, the red colour
being caused by the presence of goethite and/or haematite. Kellogg (1950)
includes these soils among the Latosols. According to modern views (Dames,
1955) part of these soils belong to the Red and Yellow Podzolic Soils.
Mountain soils are still a little investigated group. They are the result of
the weathering that takes place in colder and mostly very rainy areas with
an altitude exceeding 1000 m above sea-level. As in Indonesia high mountains consist in most cases of fairly recent volcanoes, untill recently the
transition of mountain soils int0 volcanic ash soils has been neglected from a
point of view of soil classification. In these soils various clay-minerals occur
viz. kaolinite, (meta) haloysite and illite (Van Schuylenborgh and Van
Rummelen, 1955). In this publication the classification of these soils as
,,Tropical Gray Brown Podzolic soils" and ,,Tropical Brown Forest soils"
has been tentatively put forward.
Margalitic soils form more or less a counterpart to latosolic soils. They occur
justhas the latter, generally between sea-level and an altitude of 1000 metres
and are often grey or black coloured heavy soils with montmorillonite as
principal clay mineral. The origin may be diverse as is described by Dames
(1950). Group 1 to 5 inclusive of this classification are azonal or intrazonal
soils, locally often very important. Their nature is determined by: special
parent material (limestone, quartz sand), special situation (marsh soils,
bleached earths) or low age (alluvial soils). According to modern views
these soils belong partly to one of the Great Soil Groups. The occurrence of
real peat soils in Indonesia has long been doubted. Very good descriptions
of these soils however are given by Polak (1949). Also for the remaining soils
the nature of the parent material is very important especially in the case of
volcanic ash soils, latosolic and mountain soils (Van Baren, 1956). The principal parent rocks are: basalt (basaltic tufa), andesitic tufa, liparitic tufa.
Latosolic soils for example are classified as: basalt- (basaltic tufa)-latosolic
soils, andesitic tufa-latosolic-soils and liparitic latosolic soils. As in these types
of parent rock types different minerals dominate, soils deriued from these
Parent rocks differ as t0 chemica1 properties. Lastly the stage of weathering
must be ~ointedout: very recent, recent, fairly recent, old, very old. With the
ofthe soil the mineral reserve diminishes gradually. If the latter bas disa ~ ~ e a r totally,
ed
then the soil is called old. During the pracess ofaging the
base saturation als0 diminishes. Primarily ions as K disappear followed by
bivalent ions to be replaced by H-ions.
What
gioe an orientation on the nature and distribution of the uarious $oil
Qpes zn Indonesia?

A soil map, even a rough survey of Indonesia as a whole does not yet
exist. Also the number of published soil maps of Indonesia is very small. For
a first rough orientation on the soils of Java the soil map of Mohr (in: Atlas
van Tropisch Nederland, 1938) has sometimes been used, but this map is
strongly obsolete and incorrect in many cases. More knowledge can be
gathered from the old geological map of Java published by Verbeek and
Fennema (1896) in combination with Mohrysalready mentioned book. Also
of Sumatra passably useful genera1 geological maps are available. For other
parts of Indonesia this is more difficult however good geological maps are
published in various ,,Jaarboeken van het Mijnwezen" (Yearbooks of the
Geological Survey).
What regions have been surveyed more intensz'vely?
In various parts of Indonesia soil surveys have been carried out some of
which are already of an early date. Only a very smal1 part of this material
has been published. The Soil Survey Institute (Balai Pendjelidikan Tanah) in
Bogor however has the disposal of a rich store of unpublished soil maps with
descriptions. One of the oldest maps is the one of the Sukabumi area made in
1916by Maréchal, a co-worker of Mohr. Later surveysare a.0. of Madura and
parts of the isle of Flores, of South Borneo and of Celebes. Part of these maps
are published as black-white maps in the former journal ,,Landbouwy'. In
between numerous other areas have been surveyed by this Institute.
A systematic soil survey of Java on scale 1 :100,000 started in 1930. Only
the sheets of a part of Centra1Java (,,VorstenlandenM,sultanates Djocjakarta and Surakarta) have been printed but they were distributed only on
a limited scale. Large areas of Western and Eastern Java and Southern
Sumatra have also been mapped. A general soil map of Centra1Java has
been published (Dames, 1955). A very useful map is the one of South Sumatra by Idenburg (1937).
Other institutes occupied in soil surveys were the East Java Experiment
Station in Pasuruan and the Deli Tobacco Experiment Station in Medan.
The first mentioned institute applied itself to soils of sugar plantations, its
survey was guided by Brink (1932) and is known as ,,colour and texture
survey". Although this survey had a strongly utilitarian character and is
often considered and used as ,,single value surveyy',there was also a tendency
to make real soil maps by whch also attention was paid to a right regional
and genetica1 interpretation. It is a pity that so few has been published on
this subject. Those interested are referred to the various volumes of the
,,Archief voor de Suikercultuur". The direct aim of this survey was to obtain well-founded knowledge for advisory work regarding to fertilizing and
experiments in sugar cane cultivation. The soil survey of the Deli Tobacco
Experiment Station was carried out by Druif (1932, 1939). This survey was
based on mineralogiaal considerations because various indirect as wel1 as
direct correlations between soil properties and mineralogical composition
of the soils of Deli had been established. Thus the legend of these maps show
predominantly mineralogical characteristics, but behind it many soil properties are hidden.
Of the various pedological investigations referring to the requirements of
crops are to be remembered those of the Proefstation voor de Vorstenlandsche
Tabak (Tobacco Experiment Station) at Klaten (Tollenaar, Middelburg)
and of the Proefstation West Java (Vogeler, Vollema, Schoorel) of which
the latter wil1 be discussed below. Forest soils especially of the Teak forests
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were mapped and described by Myers (1937) and Sieverts (1931). These
surveys were carried out mostly as a part of the drafting of management
plans for the Teak forest districts in Java and have not been published. A
survey of montane Pinus forest soils in Western Java was carried out after
World War I1 by Otto.
2. HEVEA SOILS

~h~ undermentioned is chiefly borrowed from a publication in Archief voor
de Rubbercultuur (Vink, 1953),see als0 Maas and Bokma (1950). Hevea is
cultivated between sea-level and f 800 m altitude. Wel1 growing Hevea on
rnountain soils are hardly found. This however is not a consequente of the
nature of these
but of the prevailing climate. According as the local
,-limate is more favourable for a certain crop less suitable soils may give
satisfactory yields. Likewise a certain soil type in a favourable climate causes
better growth and production than in a less favourable one. In Hevea cultivation the following symptoms are to be mentioned in this respect:
1. age of first tapping
2. production per halyear of the full-grown stand
3. total productive duration of life of the stand.
A clear example is the diflerence between:
a. the fairly old latosols on dacite tufa of South Sumatra
b. the fairly old latosols on andesite tufa near Bogor (Java).
Both soils may be considered pedologically equal.
Also fertilizing experiments a.0. on both soils gave analogous results.
However Hevea on the first mentioned soils is tappable after 5 years as an
average, while on the soils mentioned under b this treatment can be performed after 7 years in the earliest. This has to be ascribed to the climate which is
more favourable for the growth of Hevea in South Sumatra than in the region concerned in West Java.
The criterion for the tappability of Hevea is a minima1 girth of 45 cm at
1 m above the ground for seedlings or 1 m above the oculation for clones.
An other example: in Southern Sumatra vigorous growing and often fairly
reasonably producing stands are found on soils with an impenetrable hardpan at 60 cm below surface. This is impossible under the climatic conditions
of Western Java with its stronger marked rythm of the monsoons.
Generally accountable Hevea growing occurs on al1 soil types mentioned
by Dames (1948) with the exception of the lirnitations described above. On
peat soils, especially in Borneo, native Hevea growing occurs having a much
less intensive character than plantation grown Hevea. On limestone soils
Hevea growthis generally less luxuriant, on margalitic soils difficulties often
arke. Hevea growth on alluvial soils depends strongly on the locally strongly
var~ingsoil properties. Furthermore it is principally essential to practise on
each soil these cultivation measures as are most appropriate t0 Hevea gr-wing On that specific soil. Often various methods are possible, al1 technically
as wel1 as management ~ ~ ~ n o m i c aexecutable.
lly
Then it is up t0 the planter
to choose the method most appropriate to the prevailing conditions. Here
the great difference mnifests itself when comparing Hevea growing in Asia
with farming in the Netherlands. With the latter the farmer bas t0 bis disposal the experiencc gathered by many generations
enables him
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adapt the choice of crops and cultivation measures to soil conditions. In the
no more than 50 years old practice of Hevea growing in Asia this is only
practised in very few cases. Therefore soil suitability classification for Hevea
cultivation has a twofold usefulness :
1. to indicate which soils in which regions are suitable for Hevea growing;
2. to define the correct measures to be taken on various soils in order to
carry out cultivation in the best possible way.
For this purely practica1 goal the author classed the soils of Western Java
and Southern Sumatra in the following 8 ,,soil types" which, with some
slight alterations in the wording, might preferably be called suitability
classes.
I
Young, hardly weathered volcanic ash soils and very young soils in
stage of latosolic weathering;
I1 Young and fairly young soils in stage of latosolic weathering;
I11 Fairly old latosolic soils from volcanic parent rock still having a reasonable K content and/or of which experiments have shown that Hevea
does not react on K-fertilizing;
I V Fairly old and old latosols from volcanic parent rock short in P and IC;
V
Old and very old latosols with very pronounced shortages in P and K;
V1 Latosols originating from shales and related tertiary parent rocks;
V11 Swamp and related soils;
V111 More or less typical margalitic soils.
From this description can be taken that fertilizer requirements play an
important role. Besides the importance of a legume catch crop has been taken into account and especially the tending of the young plantings.
For Hevea a plantation and a soil well cared for up to the moment of the
first tapping (approximately the moment that the canopy has closed),
determines the well-being of the planting. Beside fertilizing and legume catch
crops especially drainage and soil conservation are of great importance for
Hevea growing.
Drainage often has a threefold purpose:
a. to make the soil more suitable for Hevea by enlarging the soil volume
available for roots ;
b. to prevent too great groundwater fluctuations
c. to reduce growth conditions for fungi.
I t wil1 often be necessary to combine drainage and soil conservation.
Naturally the legumes are important in preventing soil erosion. As a catch
crop they als0 have an independent task. Tree legumes (a.o. Albixzia falcata)
as well as coppice legumes (Leucaena glauca (fig. l), Thephrosia Vogelii,
Crotalaria spec.) and creeping legumes (Centroserna pubescens, Puerariajavanica,
Calopogonium mucunoides) are of importance.
The ,,Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur en Cacaobereiding" (Manual for
cocoa growing and cocoa manufacturing, 1953) gives a recent summary of
the legumes available in Indonesia.
Summarizing the principal requirements of Hevea regarding the soil we
come to the following items :
1. A sufficiently deep profile of the soil; the minimum depth, varying with a
more or less equal distribution of the rainfall, between 70 and 150 cm. I t

is to be noted that a very thin and not too compact layer with smal1 iron
concretions in a favourable climate is not necessarily the fked boundary .
of the profile. Digging deeper planting holes may be a remedy in some
cases.
2. A wel1 cared for supply of organic matter es ecially in youth stage (first
poorly structured clay
5-7 years). According as the soil is worse
soils or sandy soils or the climate is less favourable higher demands are
put to the administration of organic matter.
3. Especially in youth stage: good supply with P, N and K. I n full-grown
stands it is desirable to supply phosphate via soil covering legumes which
als0 supply most of the nitrogen. In special cases on certain soils it may
be necessary to supply K separately to full-grown stands.
4. Optimum pH of ca 5.5 (see Vollema, 1949).
The author thinks it necessary to emphasize a good supply of organic
matter. As the first Hevea plantations were established on virgin forest soils
rich in organic matter this demand was not evident. Later on however after
replanting this became more and more discernible. The effect of mulching
on the growth of young Hevea is large. Also the influence of the erosion of the
humose topsoil on the health and production of full-grown Hevea stands is
enormous.
3. C O C O A SOILS

In various regions of the earth cocoa soils have been investigated. A compilation of the data are found in: Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur en Cacaobereiding (1953). In this manual the soils of the following cocoa producing
countries are treated with:
1. Trinidad and Tobago
2. Western Africa
a. Ghana and Nigeria
b. Congo
3. Some cocoa soils of South and Centra1 America
4. Indonesia
It appears that cocoa is cultivated on very differing soils especially concerning the parent material. The type of weathering is always latosolic,
however the stage of weathering (,,ageY
' of the soil) may differ strongly. This
is very important for the question whether or not one is able or willing to
use commercial fertilizers (see the above mentioned publication).
Aftcr treating briefly with the cocoa soils of Trinidad-Tobago and Indonesia, some problems of general importance wil1 be discussed. Chenery
(1945) has classified the cocoa soils of Trinidad and Tobago as fellows:
Class I. Fety high productioity: 500 16s d y prepared beam per acre (560 kg per ha)
dul.ing the pel.iod of highest productivity of the stand.
Best cocoa soils of Trinidad originate from glauconitic limestone (glauconite
= hydrous K, Mg, Al-Fe-silicate). These soils are very humose, deeply
clay containing loam- or clay soils overlying a crumbly sandy loam. The topsoil has an excellent crumb structure, the subsoil a nuciform structure and
drought phenomena never occur (in a climate with a distinct dry period
according to Indonesian criteria). Their content of the principal nutrients is
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high. Cocoa trees of over hundred years of age still give excellent yields on
these so-called ,,chocolate soils". On the isle of Tobago the soils derived from
volcanic and calcareous chlorite schists equal the chocolate soils (chlorite =
hydrous Mg-silicate with Fe, eventually Al and sometimes Cr.) I n some
cases productivity of the Tobago soils exceeds that of Trinidad, physical
properties are also comparable but nutrient contents are lower.
Some complexes of deep but fairly poor sandy soils are also considered
belonging to this class.

.

Class IJ. High productivity :350-500 lbslacre (400-560 kglha)
In Trinidad soils of this class cover a much larger area than class I soils.
In Tobago class I1 soils are sparse. Trinidad soils of this class are derived
from calcareous graphytic or talc-schists (talcum = hydrous Mg silicate) or
from calcareous silt and clay rock, also including alluvial soils. Arnong this
class are also numbered very humusrich black soils derived from white marl
rock (richly calcareous clay rock) on which cocoa grows wel1 but gives high
yields only after administring of P fertilizers.

.

Class 1'1.Moderate productivity: 165-350 lbslame ( 1 8 5 4 0 kglha)
Among this class are mainly classed alluvial soils formerly succesfully planted,
heavy silt-to clay-containing, fairly humose soils, not containing many
nutrients but relatively rich in nitrogen. Since the affection by the ,,witches
broom" discase (Marasmius perniciosus) and because of labour problems productivity of this class has strongly dirninished.
Class IV. Low productivity: 85-185 lbslacre (95i.185 kglha)
Soils derived from red or red-mottled clay rock or shales giving fairly good
yields in the beginning because of their originally high nitrogen content
(fertility of the primeval forest). These are very poor drought-susceptible
soils.

.

.

Class V: V e y low productivity: 0-85 lbslacre (0-95 kglha)
This class comprises mainly loose or loamy sandy soils overlying an acid
subsoil. These soils are totally unsuitable for cocoa growing.
For Indonesia the following tentative classification is given here :
Type l. Young volcanic ash or lahar soils below 1000 m above sea-level.
.
to fairly young latosols derived from volcanic parent mateType 2. Young
rial.
Type 3. Fairly old latosolic plastic clay soils from mixed, predominantly
volcanic parent material.
Type 4. Fairly old crumbly latosolic clay soils from volcanic parent material.
Type 5. Fairly old latosolic clay and loam soils from mixed parent material.
Type 6. Young alluvial soils of varigated origin.
d

A description of these ,,soil types" is given in :Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur (1953).
Edelman (1947) discussed cocoa soils in view of the following scheme:
a. Genera1 soil requirements of the cocoa tree;
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Nutrient requirements;
Soil condition of the stand;
Diseases and pests related to soil conditions;
Regional pedology of cocoa soils.
The last item is already mentioned above, items a to c inclusive wil1 be
shortly discussed below.
a. Genera1 soil r e q u i r e m e n t s of t h e cocoa t r e e
These requirements cannot be considered apart from the prevailing climate.
At the 1945 Cocoa Congress in London these requirements were summarized
as follows :
1. First and for all cocoa is a forest tree, so it is plausible that maiiitenance
of soil conditions approximating closely those of natura1 forests means
the optimum for plantation grown cocoa.
2. As cocoa is highly susceptible to differences in the soil, the determination
of the suitability of various soils for cocoa growing is very important;
survey and mapping of cocoa production areas are to be carried out
with al1 convenient speed, as far as this has not yet been performed.
3. At the same time investigations into soil fertility referring to cocoa, closely connected with fertilizing experiments, are to be continued.
4. Cocoa is extremely susceptible to climatic conditions which may indicate that different types of planting material wil1 react differently on
this factor of the milieu. Climate research has to be coordinated with
soil research and has to comprise ecological research of cocoa stands.

In connection with these items the following factors are mentioned:
i. Temperature and altitude: altitude can be converted into a matter of temperature. Both together lead to the following necessities: average yearly
temperature of 21°C at the lowest, average minimum daily temperature
not below 15"C, absolute minimum of temperature not below 10°C and
never below 0°C.
These requirements coincide with a situation between the tropics and a
maximum altitude of about sea-level at the tropics mounting to 850-1200
m above sea-level in aequatorial regions (Java and special parts of Brazil
resp.).
2. According as climatic conditions decline, soil requirements increase:
From a viewpoint of climate and soil, water is of primary importance.
Especially in this case is applicable that requirements imposed on the soil
are to be determined in accordance with the local climate. I n a dry region
as e.g. Columbia cocoa growing is only possible on low-lying moist soils
along the rivers. On the contrary in Trinidad in areas with a relatively
high rainfall excess of water is an important factor especially on poor
drained soils. In several areas of Congo cocoa growing is considered impossible due to disturbing layers in the profile which impede water supply
in some months and drainage in others. This holds particularly for Indonesia where great difference in climate occur, e.g. Eastern as against
WesternJava. In East Java with its drier climate soils with a high moisholding capacity are to be preferred, while in the very humid dimate of Western Java permeability and drainage play a leading part.
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3. Constitution of s021 projile and soil pje. A homogeneous profile is of great
importance for the cocoa tree with its fairly delicate rooting system. I t
may be said that soils not too strongly subjected to latosolic weathering
and derived from basic parent material are preferred. Soils subject to a
margalitic type of weathering and margalites are decidedly unsuitable
for cocoa growing.
O n old or very old latosolic soils cocoa growing is possible in special
cases but only when fertilizing is regularly practised. Cocoa growing on
not too old latosols derived from liparite tufa is very wel1 possible provided cultivation is very carefully carried out and presumptive requirements
of commercial fertilizers are taken int0 account.
4. pH, nutrient suppljv. The optimum pH lies between 6,5 and 7.5, which is
higher than for rubber or tea. Investigations int0 the nutrient supply by
the soils are strongly connected with local climatological conditions and,
from a practica1 point of view, with the type of management and with the
possibilities of interposing by fertilizing.
5. Organic matter. A ready supply with organic matter is indispensable for
the cocoa tree. Besides a benevolent influence on soil water conditions,
supply and availability of rnineral nutrients, there are strong indications
that for the latter the occurrence of a mycorrhiza plays an important role.
Also a rapid decomposition of the litter may contribute to a regular growth
b. N u t r i e n t requirements of t h e cocoa tree
In chapter I V of the already mentioned : Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur
(1953) a summary is given on cocoa manuring, see also Ebes and Vink (1950).
A very fine series of experiments in Trinidad and longstanding experiments
carried out in Indonesia, show clearly that the view often expressed that
cocoa does not react on commercial fertilizers, does not hold. Certainly a
ready supply of organic matter is of primary importance and only after this
supply has been safeguarded by cultural amendments, application of commercial fertilizers wil1 be fully effective. Kind and quantities depend strongly
on the soil, age and stage of growth of the stand. I t is assumed that the fullgrown producing stand reacts favourable on the maintenance of a high Klevel. The Ca-K-Mg-Na equilibrium needs further research, as also certain
problems regarding the uptake of the anions C1 and S04.
c. Soil condition of t h e s t a n d
The soil condition of a stand is a matter of organic matter, drainage, tillage
and auxiliary crops. On the role of the organic matter some remarks have
already been made. Special attention should be paid the beneficia1 activity
of mulching as a fairly simple but effective means to add to the organic
matter in the direct environment of the trees. For this various materials can
be used : prunings of cocoa or auxiliary crops, weeded plants, grass cuttings,
etc. In the Tropics in many cases such-like methods are more feasible than
in the application of farm manure as has formerly been done at a fairly large
scale with excellent results in Centra1Java.
To drainage much attention has to be paid, especially in more humid climates, in most cases combined with erosion control. The effect of good drainage on the improvement of the natura1 or semi-artificial vegetational cover

is striking. As a corrective measure for the total milieu drainage deserves
more attention in cocoa growing in the humid Tropics than has been paid
to it in most cases. This holds als0 for other plantation grown crops.
Tillage in cocoa plantations has in genera1 to be restricted to measures
necessary for weed control. The rooting system of the cocoa tree is vulnerable
and does not stand injuries. Other methods for improving the vegetational
cover as drainage, supply of rock phosphate, wood ashes and such-like cheap
manures are always to be considered alternatives. Tillage for making the soil
ready for planting must be executed as superficially as possible to preserve
the organic matter in the topsoil. Otherwise digging plant holes suffices.
Very important are auxiliary crops, generally legumes, which serve the
purpose of:
1. soil improvement
2. soil protection
3. wind breaks for young stands
4. shade
I n genera1 may be propounded that without well maintained auxiliary
crops no profitable and healthy cocoa plantation can be kept up.
4. TEA SOILS O F WESTERN JAVA

As the centre of tea production in Indonesia lies in Western Java particularly this region deserves closer attention. At that it needs recording that
the concentration of the greater part of the tea plantations in this region is
not caused by specific soil conditions but by the rainy climate without dry
months. The tea soils of Indonesia have been described and classed in ,,soil
types" by Schoorel (1949) in the Same manner as is done for Hevea and
cocoa (see above).
~ h e ' t e asoils Óf Indonesia all come in 3 soil types of the classification of
Dames (1948):
1. volcanic ash soils
2. latosols
3. mountain soils.
On other soil types (see Dames, 1948) tea cultivation is only practised
locally on mountain swamp soils covering only smal1 areas. Margalitic soils,
lirnestone soils and bleached earths are decidedly unsuitable for tea growing.
The other soil types of Indonesia mostly occur in the low lands only, below
250 m above sea-level, while the lower boundary for tea growing lies at ca.
250 m above sea-level. The upper boundary can hardly be indicated, wellproducing tea plantations occur above 2000 m. The ,,soil types" of Schoorel
are defined as follows:
1. Soils above 800-900 m having the so-called mountain granulation. With
some exceptions these soils are derived from andesitic material originating from recent volcanoes and are never more than slightly weathered.
2. Soils above 800-900 m without mountain granulation. These soils are
as a rule als0 derived from andesitic material, in this case however originating from old volcanoes, they may be the products of weathering of
soil type 1.

3. More or less latosolic brown to red soils occurring below 800-900 m and
derived from non-marine material. Presumably these soils nearly always
originate from andesitic material from recent volcanoes; the same parent
rock as of type 1 but the type of weathering differs presumably because of
the lower situation above sea-level.
4. Latosolic soils rich in quartz of the hills in Eastern Sumatra (Deli) derived
from liparite tufa of Lake Toba.
Al1 tea plantations around Pematang Siantar are situated on this type
(150-900 m above sea-level).
5. Red, strongly weathered soils originating from marine sediments or tertiary marine rocks. In Western Java specially in the lower parts of the hills
south of Sukabumi. Outwardly they resemble type 3 but they are more
sticky and more inclined to cracking when dry.
6. Red soils, weathering products of limestone (only 1 plantation which was
abandoned after World War 11).
Type 1 belongs to the volcanic ash soils, partly to the mountain soils and
comprises, apart from Regosols, also Tropical Brown Forest Soils and Tropical Gray Brown Podzolic soils (Van Schuylenborgand Van Rummelen, 1955).
Type 2 belongs to the mountain soils, presumably comprising more or less
eroded Tropical GrayBrown Podzolicsoils. Types 3 to 5 inclusive belong partly
to the latosols partly to the Red and Yellow Podzolic soils. More detailed
surveys of tea soils do not exist as the activities of the Soil Survey in the former Netherlands Indies were as a whole concentrated on soil problems of
native agriculture, native migration and native colonization.
Many examples can be given of great merences occurring within the
types described. Here some examples of types 1 and 3 may suffice. The first
group of soils is typical for growing so-called highland tea, the other for
medium and lowland tea.
In type 1 Werences occur which are partly due to differences in constitution of the profile and degree of weathering but also to Werences in
parent material, (see Van Schuylenborg and Van Rummelen, 1955). Although the latter is nearly almost andesitic, tentative mineralogical research
gives the impression that the ash ejected by various adjacent volcano complexe~was not and still is not of the same composition. Furthermore there
are significant differences in texture varying e.g. on the high plateau of
Pengalengan from silty soils to fairly coarse sandy soils. Water conditions
in these soils may differ strongly and by that put a mark on the nature of the
soil. This may result in large differences in yield as in tea growing strong
vegetative development of the tree is necessary. An other important differente is the occurrence, nature and depth of the so-called ,,black layer". This
layer, already described by Mohr (1933), is an old vegetation horizon separating the last deposited ash layer from the last but one. In some cases the
black layer lies deeply (more than 14 m) below surface but sometimes it
almost coincides with the tilled layer. The nature of this layer may W e r from
a distinct burned forest topsoil with half charred tree stumps to a sticky,
compact, swampy, gey-brown to black layer. The latter occurs in the soils
of the nearby mountain complex Patuha, sometimes two such-like layers
occur within a depth of 1.5 m. In the Patuha region especially differences in
degree of weathering occur leading to the formation of tropical GrayishBrown soils (Van Schuylenborg and Van Rummelen, 1955).In the lower parts
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of the Patuha complex soils (see fig. 2) occur consisting of a thin topsoil of
more or less recent volcanic ash overlying a fairly old red latosol. I n places
the latter lies at the surface owing to erosion. These soils are much more manure indigent and less productive than the best soils in this area (1200-1800
pounds of dried tea against 3000 pounds). The locally occurring ,,rantjas3'
(high mountain swamp soils) are often highly productive. This is caused by
the favourable combination of large quantities of organic matter, high content of un-weathered minerals and a fairly low pH.
The differences in soils of type 3, latosols derived from volcanic mostly
andesitic parent material, are especially the result of differences in degree
of weathering. Besides often remarkable differences in structure and texture
occur particularly expressed in dzerences in nutrient content (especially K).
Moreover an important enrichment by freshly fallen volcanic ash, a still
regularly occurring process, adds to this. This diversified type comprises red,
fairly old, nutrient poor, crumbly andesite tufa latosols as wel1 as brown,
fairly young, clayey andesite tufa latosols having a high content of readily
available K. In a more modern soil classification system the poorer soils of
this group would be presumably classified as Red and Yellow Podzolic soils.
I n tea growing maintenance of the organic matter content in soil is very
important. This is achieved by shade casting shelter trees (legumes) - also
desired for other reasons -, but also by leaving of prunings, etc. which are
often brought into the soils by blank trenches (,,roraksH). The author
(Vink, 1953) has described the various data and connected problems, which
became accute especially after the appearance of the blisterblight disease
caused by a fungus (Exobmidium uexans) which must be fought partly by
entry of direct sunlight.

The general soil requirements ofthe tea tree are characterized as follows:
1. a relatively light sandy or silty soil
2. a sufficientsupply of organic matter
3. a pH of ca 5.0 (measured in watery solution).
As in the case of Hevea affection by root fungi also plays an important
role in tea growing. In red soils of type 3 this is especially the red root fungus
(Ganoderma pseudoferrum) which can be fought partly by administring substantial P. gifts (rock phosphate). On certain soil types of type 1 the black
root fungus (Rosellinia arcuata) can be fought by lowering the pH by sulphurfertilizing. Generally it has been proved that good drainage is a great preventive against these important diseases.
This means that on hilly and sometimes steeply sloping tea plantations
drainage and erosion control are always to be combined as, also on very
steep slopes, with the prevailing rainfall (3500-7000 mmlyear) drainage is
more needed than formerly supposed.
Manuring in practica1 tea growing, especially with commercial fertilizers,
plays a much greater part than in cocoa growing. Foliar production reacts
very strongly on nitrogen gifts provided the right K- and P-status prevails.
Based on collected experimental data fertilizer requirements were defined by
the author as follows (Vink, 1953). ;
.
Type 1: N is very distinctly effective and the effect is about proportional to
the quantity of nitrogen supplied ;the effect of P is smal1 but percep44

tible provided no large quantities are given, too large quantities
often gave negative results of the overdose; no distinct effect of K.
Type 2 : distinct effect of NP-fertilizing, also K is effective.
Type 3 : very distinct effect of K-fertilizers; other fertilizers are only effective
when also K is added, in which case the effect of N is distinct, while
in some cases the effectof P (in form of superphosphate )is negative.
Type 4 : distinct effect of NP-fertilizing while K also is effective. The extent
of the effect of fertilizing depends strongly on the yearly dose especially for N. I t was found that with an average shelter tree stand
one may count an increase of production of ca 0.8 kg dry prepared
tea per kg N applied as ammonium compound. As the shelter tree
stand becomes denser this effect diminishes for two reasons:
1. Nitrogen supply by the leguminous shelter trees (Albizzia spec., Leucaena
spec., fig. 3).
2. Increasing shadow diminishes foliar production.
The use of modern insecticides against attack by Helopeltis and the appearance of the blisterblight disease are the cause of the maintenance of a more
open shadow tree stand than before the war. This has brought about a
changed rnanuring policy. The effect of manuring increases and thus is more
profitable and moreover the smaller number of legumes (shelter trees) has
made administration of nitrogen fertilizers more urgent. Before the war 300
kg of sulphate of ammonia per ha was the maximum profitable dose for
type 1. Today this is 450-600 kg. For P and K doses depend strongly on the
soil type, varying between narrower limits: ca. 100-200 kg of fertilizer superphosphate (potassium sulphate, potassium chloride) per yearlha or about
30-60 kg P2) 5 and 50-100 kg K20.
When supplying fertilizers to a perennial culture like tea the cumulative
effect of the yearly doses has to be accounted for within one pruning rotation
(2-5 years) as well as over longer periods. The whole plantation adapts
itself to the higher level. This is demonstrated a.0. by the production of heavier frames.
Of old erosion control in tea plantations has been an important issue as
they are nearly always situated on steeply to very steeply sloping grounds
(Jacobson, 1843). A great part of the erosion control falls to the tea stand
itself including the shelter tree stand. Besides terracing during planting operations and digging of trap-trenches are of old succesfully practised. Furthermore a carefully carried out drainage system is necessary. It is often insufficiently realized that in areas like Western Java with a yearly rainfall of
3500-6000 mm, drainage is urgently needed also on steep slopes. In these
cases the aim is to dispose of excess of water as soon as possible and to hold
the soil back. This system, described by Bennett (1939) as ,,interception and
diversion" is in some cases diametrically opposed to erosion control by
,,interception and retention", applied in arid regions. In tea cultivation in
Java due regard has to be paid to the fact that rains of 60-100 mm per hour
are no exception but occur every year. In places where no adequate precautionary are taken the effect is catastrophic.
5. S O I L GONSERVATION I N INDONESIA

Soil conservation in Indonesia was practised in various branches of agriculture and forestry, viz. :
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Forest Service
Native agriculture urith irrigation
Native agriculture without irrigation but with permanent lots.
Shifting cultivation (fig. 4)
e. Upland plantations
$ Lowland plantations.
Of old the Forest Service has been the traditional protector of the Indonesian soil. Generally known are the forest reserves established by Government
ordinance in the mountain-, hill- and lowland areas in Java and other islands
of the archipelago. How well this has been done (started -1 1870) is understood only now when, caused by World War I1 and the ensuing absence of
authority, hundreds of acres of forest disappear daily causing increasing soil
losses every rainy season.
I n genera1 native irrigated agriculture may be considered among the most
perfectioned systems of soil protection known. However a permanent good
functioning and good maintenance are only possible when the forest reserves.
are well protected. This relation is often emphasized too little.
6. FINAL REMARKS

In the foregoing some data on Indonesian soils were reviewed which could bt:
extended almost unlimited.
Thus coffee soils could be discussed led by the thorough investigations of
Snoep (1941). Also on sugar cane soils much could be reported. For an excellent review, als0 on other soils, see Edelman (1947). The classification of
tropical soils is still too much in its advances to enter int0 a discussion. This
can be attributed to the fact that too few actual field data exist of most of the
tropical soils. In this respect Indonesia, together with Trinidad, has of old
been well advanced. Today investigations and research in Africa are rapidly
progressing while also in special parts of America tropical soil research is
more intensive than it was before.
For a number of years research in India, Pakistan, Malaya and IndoChina has often been strongly hampered by local circumstances. For a good
summary of the state of knowledge on Indonesian soils before World War I1
see : Verslag van 28ste Vergadering van Proefstationspersoneel, Buitenzorg (1941).
Post-war data are to be found in the literature cited.
(October, 1956)
7. SAMENVATTING

Een opsomming wordt gegeven van de vragen, die men zich in het algemeen
zal stellen bij een bodemkundige oriëntering in een vreemd land t.a.v. eventueel beschikbare gegevens. Aansluitend hierop wordt een overzicht gegeven
van de voornaamste gepubliceerde gegevens inzake de regionale bodemkunde van Indonesie aan de hand van een aantal publikaties.
In het hoofdstuk over de rubbergronden wordt nagegaan op welke gronden
in Indonesië de rubbercultuur wordt bedreven. Een indeling van de bodems
naar hun geschiktheid voor Hevea wordt gegeven met hierop aansluitend
een verz zicht van de bemesting, drainage en bodembes~herdn~.
Het hoofdstuk besluit met een samenvatting van de voornaamste eisen, die de Hevea
aan de bodem stelt.
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De cacaogronden worden besproken naar de voornaamste cacao-produktiegebieden gevolgd door een bespreking van de indeling van de gronden
in produktieklassen voor Trinidad en Tobago en een dergelijke indeling voor
Indonesië. Hierna wordt voor de cacao een overzicht gegeven van de eisen,
die dit gewas aan bodem, bemesting en behandeling stelt, gevolgd door een
bespreking van de regionale bodemkunde van de cacao en de ziekten en plagen in verband met de bodemgesteldheid.
Aangezien in West-Java de belangrijkste theearealen in Indonesië zijn
gelegen, worden in hoofdzaak de Westjavaanse theegronden besproken op
overeenkomstige wijze als de rubbergronden.
Ten slotte is een zeer kort hoofdstuk gewijd aan de (vooroorlogse) stand
van de bodembescherming en het bodemonderzoek in Indonesië.
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